S6 Text. Making the model more realistic

Adaptation of daily schedules to restrictions  In the current model, if an activity is selected for removal because of reduction of activity participation, then that activity plus the preceding and succeeding trip are simply deleted from the schedule. The schedule is not repaired accordingly: neither is the home activity nor are other activities prolonged, and also the trip chain is not mended. This could be improved by using a behavioral model that explicitly reacts to these changes. The established framework of activity-based modelling in transportation (e.g. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5]) could be used for that; for a first step in that direction in the context of COVID-19 see [6]. For our present model, we believe that this does not have a high priority since our activity participation is data driven: If people compensate by prolonging other activities, this will show up in the data and in the consequence in our model. The issue would become more urgent if the prediction of behavioral responses became part of the model.

Income  It has been stated that income plays an important role for the risk of becoming infected. Possible pathways via which this can occur include jobs that puts people more at risk, lack of capability to follow detailed instructions possibly because of language issues, or less space per person at home. In particular that last item could be added into the simulation, e.g. by varying the floor area per person at home in Table 6 of the main text according to the affluence of a given spatial area – this would have direct consequences in our model for the reproduction number at home. Also, since our data is resolved to zipcode level, it would be possible to replace the input of Fig 7 of the main text by spatially resolved activity participation data. These aspects need to be investigated in future work.

Contact structures  It is well established that different contact structures lead to different infection dynamics [7] [8]. For example, the epidemic threshold, i.e. the minimal share of persons that need to be susceptible, may be different. For our model, such elements in principle come from the input data: Besides coming with their complete contact graph, our synthetic persons have an age, an employment status, and gender. Thus, in principle, we have the interaction structure at the level of facilities or public transport vehicles, including people’s attributes, from data. However, as stated, for privacy reasons the facilities are too large, and in consequence multiple households or multiple offices are bundled into a single facility. For households we compensate, as described, by manually splitting them up; as of now we do not, however, control for age structure in the splitting process. This needs to be improved. For all other activities we compensate, as also described, by allowing interaction with only \( \frac{1}{N^{\text{spacesPerFacility}}} \) of all other persons at the same facility on each given day, but allowing mixing by using separate random draws for every simulated day, selecting \( N^{\text{spacesPerFacility}} \) such that the overall number of contacts (for contact tracing) ends up in a plausible range. This should be improved as well. However, more of an issue for COVID-19 may be that the original input data does not contain separate facilities for the elderly; for mobility modelling, this has so far not been of interest. This implies that the following issues need to be addressed in the future:

- Clarify which epidemiology-relevant aspects of the input data are too far away from reality.
- For those aspects that need to be improved, clarify if this could be done at the level of the original input data generation, or if it should be compensated for at the level of the modelling.

Concerning the possibly different epidemic threshold, we would argue that for the present situation this is less of a problem: If only a fraction of the persons in the simulation was susceptible, or they would be connected via a different contact structure, the calibration process would compensate by selecting a different \( \Theta \) in Eq. (1). Evidently, if we get closer to herd immunity, possibly by vaccination, these aspects become more important.

\(^{1}\)In contrast, floor area per person at schools is standardized in Germany.
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